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L. Introduction
Electrical conduction ttnough DNA molecules has

received a great deal of attention recently because of
possible applications to nanonpter-scale molecular
electronic devices. There have been rnany fansport studies
of DNA rnolecules over the last few years ll,Zl.And,
many results suggest electrical conduction through DNA
molecules until now. However, the exact npchanismof the
ftansport is still trnder active discussion t3l. In this worh
we report direct npasurenpnts of elecnical conduction
through three tlpes of DNA rnolecules; poly(dc)
single-sfranded, poly(dC) single-sfianded, and
poly(dc)-poly(dc) double-stranded.

2. Experiments
Figure I (a) shows the experinrcntal setup for the

DNA fransport neasurenrent. Figure I (b) shows the
scanning elecfron microscope image of nptal electrodes. A
standard e-beam lithography and lift-off process was
eryloyed for the fabrication of nanonpkr scale elecffodes.
The elecfrode pattern was transferred by a tlrcrmal
evaporation of 5 nm-thick Ti and 10 nm-thick Au.
Three samples are prepared by dropping the diluted DNA
molecules on the pair of nretal elecfrodes with the gap of
20 rur The first sanrple is 60 bases of poly(dc)
single-stranded DNA molecules. The second sarryle is 60
bases of poly(dC) single-sranded DNA molecules. The
third is 60 base pairs of poly(dc)-poly(dc)
double-stranded DNA molecules.

3. Results and Discussion
Figure 2 and Fig. 3 show room temperature

current-voltage (I-V) and differential conductarrce-voltage
(dI/dV-$ characteristics of rhose three sarples. The
sample with poly(dc) single-stranded DNA nplecules
exhibits approximately I V wide, clear staircases both in
the I-V and in the dVdV-V (Frg. 2(a)). The sample with
poly(dc) single-stran&d DNA nplecules shows almost
rnonotonic increase of the current with the increase of the

bias in the I-V, and the dUdV-V shows an alnpst constant
value(Fig. 2(b)). Figrre 3(a) and (b) show the I-V and the
dydv-V rreasured from two different poly(dc)-poly(dc)
double-shan&d DNA molecules. Approxirnately 2.5 V
wide, clear staircases and srnall kink structures can be
identified in the I-V and in the dI/dV-V.

All the observed I-V and dydv-V characteristics are
conpletely reproducible and there is no possibility of ionic
conduction. Thus, clear staircases in the I-V and dUdV-V
are induced from the energy gap structure of DNA
molecules. In addition, the size of the gap between two
electrodes (-20 nm) is comparable to the size of the
length of the 60 base pairs (20.7 nm). Therefore, it is
possible that the staircases observed from the 20 nm
gap sample are originated from a small number of DNA
molecules in between the gap.

The transport nrechanism of poly(dG)-poly(dc)
double-stranded DNA rrmlecules is recognized as the
elecffon hopping through the bases. The results of Fig. 2
and Fig. 3 strongly suggest that the nonlinear behavior
npasued in previous studies [2J of poly(dG)-poly(dc)
double-stranded DNA molecules originated from the
energy gap structure of poly(dG) DNA molecules.
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Fig. I (a) Sample preparation schematic fq DNA transport

measureillents. (b) Scanning electron mictoscope image of metal

electrodes. The size of the gap is 20 nrn

(b)
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fig. Z Room temperature I-V and dVdV-V characteristics

measured from the electrodes with the gap of 20nm after dropping

the diluted (a) poly(dG) single-stranded DNA molecules and (b)

poly(dC) single-stranded DNA molecules.

4. Conclusions
We have investigated electrical conduction through

three types of DNA molecules on the electrodes with the
gap of 20 nm. The samples with poly(dG) single-stranded
and poly(dG)-poly(dC) double-stranded DNA molecules
exhibit clear staircases in the I-V and dVdV-V
characteristics. However, the sample with poly(dC)
single-stranded DNA molecules shows almost linear
behavior in the I-V and the dVdV-V characteristics.
This result strongly suggests that the nonlinear transport
behavior of poly(dG)-poly(dC) double-stranded DNA
molecules originated from the energy gap structure of
poly(dG) DNA molecules.
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